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Dear Friends, 

 

I suspect it is a little piece of specialist knowledge, but this year has a much 

longer season of Epiphany than usual!  Right up to Shrove Tuesday (March 1st) it 

is Epiphany!  The church’s calendar (like elasticated trousers!) has stretch in it to 

accommodate moveable feasts like Easter.  When Easter is early then Epiphany 

is short and when Easter is later, Epiphany is long.  Lent will begin on Ash 

Wednesday (March 2nd). 

 

So, maybe we should be making the most of an extended Epiphany.  The season is named after the 

word “epiphany” which means (1): a sudden manifestation or perception of the essential nature or 

meaning of something. (2): an intuitive grasp of reality through something (such as an event) 

usually simple and striking. Or (3): an illuminating discovery, realisation, or disclosure.”  In short, we 

might describe an “epiphany” as an “aha!” moment. 

 

In the church it is a season where we hear biblical accounts of people having “Aha!” moments 

about who Jesus is.  Epiphany will always include the story of the Magi recognising that Jesus is to 

be worshipped and the story of Jesus' baptism where there is recognition that he is the chosen one 

of God.  This year it also includes the wedding feast at Cana, Jesus preaching in the Nazareth 

synagogue, the miraculous catch of fish, the sermon on the mount and the transfiguration.  All of 

these texts shed light on who Jesus is and (essentially the same question) what the Kingdom of God 

looks and feels like.  This in turn tells us something challenging about who we are and what the 

church should look and feel like. 

 

Maybe Epiphany would be a good time for you to live with these texts for a while.  Read them 

slowly, linger over them, read different translations, let the words seep in, pray with them.  Then 

ask them these two questions: 

 

What does that text say about who Jesus is? 

If that’s who Jesus is, what does that say about who I am and what church should look like? 

 

Here’s the full set of Epiphany gospel texts for this year: 

 

-Matthew  

 2:1-12 

-Luke  

 3:15-17, 21-22, 4:14-30, 5:1-11, 6:17-38, 9:28-43 

-John  

 2:1-11 
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Then assemble all your answers into a paragraph or two which describe who Jesus is, and the same 

for who you are and what the church should look like. Put them into contemporary and accessible 

language. 

 

If you give this some time and reflect on it prayerfully, then this Epiphany could be a really powerful 

staging post on your journey of faith and a deep and rich preparation for Lent and Easter. 

 

Every blessing, 

Phil 

 

 

Junior Church Nativity Service 

Traditionally, our Junior Church annually holds a children’s nativity service. Unfortunately in 2020 

we were not able to continue meeting together, so this did not happen. Happily, in December last 

year, we did go ahead with our special service, and we were blessed to have a small group of 

children and adults take part in retelling the Christmas story.  

Fortunately Mary and Joseph had just recovered from Covid in the nick of time, and were able to 

join in as planned. In addition, all the main characters were there: inn-keeper, shepherd, angel and 

three kings, supported by the leaders and helpers of the Junior Church. All the children took part in 

acting the various parts, reading the Bible story, and saying the prayers. They all did so well, and the 

service was enjoyed by those in church and also others watching on zoom at home. We 

remembered how these groups of people – Mary, Joseph, the shepherds and the wise men - had 

their lives disrupted but this was all in God’s greater plan.  

Thinking ahead to the next time we do a nativity service, I wondered if there was anyone reading 

this who might have some dressing up clothes or costumes at home that would be suitable for our 

next production. Many of our costumes need updating now, so if you have any clothes, 

headdresses or props at 

home that would be 

suitable for the children 

taking part in telling the 

Christmas story, I would 

be very grateful to hear 

from you. Anything that 

would be suitable for our 

Mary and Joseph, 

shepherds, angels or 

kings would be very 

welcome. Thank you.  

Julie Robinson 

julierob@outlook.com 
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Greetings From Castle Camps 
 

This is a test.  Look at each of these things and think not “I’m pretty 

good at this sometimes…” but “how can I be better at this today?” 

Don’t be too hard on yourself but think about the people in your 

life that you Love and resolve to love them better every day.    

 

Love is Patient.    

Love is Kind.  

Love does not Envy  

Love does not Boast  

Love is not Proud  

Love does not dishonour others  

Love is not Self-seeking  

Love is not easily angered  

Love keeps no record of wrongs  

Love does not delight in Evil  

Love rejoices with the truth  

Love always Protects  

Love always Trusts  

Love always Hopes  

Love always Perseveres  

Love never fails.  

  

Cor. 13:4-8  

Sara Davey 
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World Day of Prayer 

Theme: I know the plans I have for you 
ENGLAND, WALES & NORTHERN 

IRELAND 
 

 

As a single World Day of Prayer organisation, the three voices of England, Wales and Northern 

Ireland, have come together to present this year’s service, recognising our differences but also our 

common ground. 

Currently, the WDP National Committee includes 17 different Christian denominations. We allocate 

over 40 grants to national and international charities. We support prayer partners in Albania, 

sending representatives to visit the WDP in Albania on a regular basis. 

We continue to review what we do and to adapt to changes in communication and technology. 

Our office in Tunbridge Wells co-ordinates the distribution of service materials, including activities 

for children and youth and our website carries news of all we do. 

We also post on Twitter and Facebook and have been delighted with the number of ‘hits’ we get. 

 

England, Wales and Northern Ireland fall within the group of islands known as the British Isles. 

Scotland is also part of the United Kingdom but has its own WDP organisation. 

We are small, about 80th in the world when countries are ranked according to area (under 165,000 

square km or 64,000 square miles for England, Wales and Northern Ireland). 

Wales is rural in character, straddled by mountains and bounded by a rugged coastline. Its large 

coalfields to the South provided a key export from cities such as Newport, Swansea and Cardiff. 

Northern Ireland boasts Lough Neagh, one of the largest freshwater lakes in Western Europe, as 

well as the spectacular Giant’s Causeway, a mass of interlocking basalt columns off the Antrim 

coast, caused by an ancient volcanic eruption. 

England has less dramatic landscapes but has a spectacular coastline, especially in the West 

Country, while the north has lakes, mountains and large areas of moorland and forest. England has 

the highest level of urban development. 

People have shaped our landscape, first through farming. Livestock grazed on hills, causing large 

areas of natural woodland to disappear. In the late Middle Ages, common land was enclosed by 

powerful feudal barons. In the 18th and 19th centuries, some parts of the country were 

depopulated, as industrialisation drew people from the countryside to growing towns and cities 
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Traditional family life is no longer the norm in England, Wales and Northern Ireland. The most 

common size, at 9,609,000 households, is two people. The second most common household size is 

one! A recent study found that the average age of a single woman getting married is now 30.8 

years, up just over eight years from 1971, when the average was 22.6 years. In 2017, just over half 

of the population (51.0%) aged 16 years and over in England and Wales was married. Even though, 

we celebrated the progress women have made in our society, we still struggle to combat violence in 

our homes, improve the lives of those living in poverty and support those with disabilities, physical, 

mental and emotional. Life expectancy for women in the UK is 82 years. 

 

The World Day of prayer will be held at Sawston Free Church on March 4th at 7 pm. 

ALL are very welcome. 

 

Mary 
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The Church Sets Out 

 

We are unable to gather precise details of the state of religion in Sawston in 

the period prior to the year 1810. For several years preachers from 

neighbouring districts held monthly services in the parish, but their labours did 

not meet with any distinctive success. A desire for weekly meetings was 

expressed by a few friends, and these meetings aroused a deeper interest 

“the spirit of hearing was improved”. 

A place of meeting was not as yet within the plan of the preachers, but a few 

local stalwarts found a barn situated in Common Lane where friends could 

meet for worship and edification. 

This barn, which measured 51ft x 16ft cannot be described exactly as a lordly 

place, nor the approach to it considered as a stately avenue, but here indeed 

was the King’s highway, and although a common lane, those who trod its 

paths were filled with the spirit of faith. 

On September 30th, 1810, the barn was formally dedicated to its noble 

purposes and many souls were gathered into the divine storehouse as a result 

of the labours of the faithful. 

It soon became evident that the building was too small to seat all who desired 

to attend, many being unable to gain admittance, and after prayerful 

consideration it was decided to erect a suitable house of prayer. 

A piece of ground was given by a friend named Brown, and the red brick 

building which is now named the Lecture Hall was built. 

In addition to the seats on the ground floor, a gallery was placed at one end, at 

the rear there was a vestry. 

The erection of the Lecture Hall was met with “the greatest opposition 

imaginable”, but the faithful did not tarry; nothing daunted they went on with 

the good work. 

The building work started in1811 and March 22, 1812, the church was opened 

and dedicated to its high and great task of making known the crown rights of 

the Redeemer. 

 

(An extract from ‘A History of Sawston Congregational Church’ by Richard Ball published by 

Crampton and Sons in 1947) 
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Ukraine - a theological conundrum 
 

 

As I write this, in mid-January, there are Russian forces massing along the border 

between Russia and Ukraine. Britain has further supplied the Ukrainian army with anti-

tank missiles. NATO as a whole is strengthening its defences in the Balkan States. 

President Putin is saying that he needs guarantees that Ukraine will not join either 

NATO or the EU. The West, virtually univocally, is saying that Ukraine is an 

independent state and must be free to do as Ukraine wishes. It is no-one else's 

business what Ukraine resolves to do. I just pray that by the time you read this, the 

situation hasn't deteriorated out of all recognition. 

 

I tend to read the BBC website, the Guardian, and the Sunday Times for my news. (The 

BBC for strict accuracy, the Guardian because I tend to enjoy the Guardian opinion on 

most things, and the Sunday Times because, although it is factually accurate, I tend to 

deplore its opinions, which makes it so worth reading.) The three sources seem agreed: 

(i) that Putin at the very least needs to know that Ukraine is under his thumb - that it is 

within his sphere of influence,  

(ii) that Putin wishes to recreate, as far as he can, a neo-USSR consisting of Russia, 

Belarus and Ukraine,  

(iii) that Putin would like to add the Baltic States to the list but dare not,  

(iv) that Putin believes that the breakup of the USSR under Gorbachev in 1991 was a 

disaster in need of reversal,  

(v) that there will never be a better time to achieve his ambitions than now,  

(vi) that Russia, Belarus and Ukraine historically, culturally, spiritually and 'naturally' 

belong together.  

Beyond that, these three news sources differ over the crucial question, 'How far dare 

Putin go? Dare he invade Ukraine? 

 

It is hard to find a commentator prepared to acknowledge the deep spiritual issues that 

pull Putin's heart-strings and the heart-strings of many Russians. That few Russians 

attend church is not the point. The point is that at heart they are Orthodox. This is a 

struggle for the soul of Russia. 

 

In brief, the origins of 'Russia' lie in the Kievan Rus', a loose federation of Slavic states 

which, at its peak in the mid-11th century, embraced Russia, Belarus and Ukraine. Its 

spiritual heart was Kiev. It was part of the Christian Orthodox world, the ruling authority 

of which was in Constantinople. When Kiev fell to the Mongols, the Metropolitan of Kiev 

at the time decamped to a safer part of the territory - to Moscow. Constantinople still 

recognised his authority. He had merely moved home. Nevertheless, this set up a 
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rivalry between Kiev and Moscow for the heart of Russian Orthodoxy that survives to 

this day, because it left Moscow appointing a lesser Metropolitan to preside over Kiev, 

rather than the other way round. And it left the Muskovite Metropolitan presiding over all 

the Rus', not the one in Kiev. But despite these resentments, it remained the case that 

for all Russian Orthodox, Kiev was their spiritual birthplace. Kiev was 'theirs'. It still is. 

 

At first, after the breakup of the USSR in 1991, relations in the church remained as 

usual. But under Putin, Orthodox Christianity has become a powerful emotional/spiritual 

element in his aggressively nationalistic reconstruction of the Motherland. Putin's 

Russia is a spiritual entity, as well as a political, economic and military entity. Further, 

Russia's true boundaries are, for Putin, spiritual boundaries. Thus his annexation of the 

Crimea in 2014 was, to him, a mere internal political reorganisation of how things had 

always been, not an invasion of a sovereign state. And Moscow continued to impose its 

Metropolitan upon Kiev. This was the final straw, and in 2018 the Kiev Church declared 

the Metropolitan of Kiev to be autonomous, independent of Moscow. Later that year, 

the Metropolitan of Constantinople, still the supreme authority over the entire Orthodox 

world-wide family, backed Kiev against Moscow. Moscow promptly excommunicated 

the Church in Ukraine, as it had Estonia in 1996. Alexandria (2019) and Cyprus (2020) 

followed. Whereas before, Russia could assume an affinity with the rest of the 

Orthodox world, it could do so no longer. 

 

I take it for granted that should Putin get his way, an early casualty of his influence over 

Ukraine will be the enforced reinstatement of a Metropolitan in Kiev subordinate to 

Moscow. To Putin, and to a great many Russians, that will indicate that the Ukraine is 

back where it belongs - part of the great family of the Kievan Rus', stretching, as it 

'always' has, from the Baltic in the North to the Black Sea in the South. 

 

The problem? Well, we in the West have been shaped, largely, by pre-Reformation 

Western thought-forms that now find expression in Protestant theology and in secular 

enlightenment thinking. We rate individual rights, freedom of conscience, and self-

determination very highly. We seem to have taught Ukrainians to do the same. So 

which carries the greater moral weight - Protestant/Western emphasis on the sanctity of 

individual 'rights' to self-determination and freedom of conscience? Or Orthodox 

Eastern emphasis on the sanctity of the spiritual authority and integrity of the Church, 

and the Christian State, not over years or even decades, but over centuries and even 

over eternity? 

         Ends 
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Working Regionally 
 
 
 
 

An Introduction 

 

Four Districts in the East Midlands stationing region are currently working 

together in collaborative ways. These Districts are East Anglia, Lincolnshire, 

Northampton and Nottingham and Derby. The Beds, Essex and Herts District  

 

(BEH) has agreed to send an observer to future meetings because the 5 

Districts already work together on Learning and Development and 

Safeguarding. Senior District leaders have a good working relationship, and 

are experienced in working regionally in a number of areas, particularly 

stationing. We are seeking to increase the collaboration in a number of other 

areas. Some of these developments will happen gradually and incrementally, 

other changes may be necessary as the Church takes action regarding the 

number of Districts and how senior leadership should be exercised.  We are 

writing to you now to update you about this piece of work and seek your 

prayerful support for it.  

 

The Regional Working Group 

 

A working group comprising District Chairs, Deputy Chairs, Synod Secretaries, 

District Mission Enablers with others from the Circuits have been meeting 

regularly for some time. The group includes lay and ordained leaders. There 

are at least 3 or 4 people from each District. The group has already identified a 

number of areas where we are stronger in drawing our resources together.  A 

number of work streams have been created, and a number of other meetings 

called which have encouraged officers across Districts to get to know each 

other and at least to work consultatively. The Group has met on Zoom and that 

has allowed regular well attended meetings. 
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Chair of the Regional Working Group 

 

My name is Steve Acklam and I am based in the Cambridge Circuit. I am a 

life-long Methodist from the days when Harvest Festivals were characterised 

by tiered rows of freshly scrubbed Sunday School children and literally heaps 

of fresh produce. So, I feel very privileged and somewhat humbled to have 

been appointed as Lay Chair of the Regional Working Group. Just as God did 

when I prevaricated about helping to lead a Disciple course; and when I 

hesitated to step up to become Senior Circuit Steward; I am clear that God 

guided me to this new challenge. I will now be doing my best to add value to 

the discussions that have already begun in the Eastern Region, and to help 

steer our combined efforts to beneficial conclusions. In my working life I have 

been subject to change and instigated change, and am under no illusions as to 

how carefully the intent to work more closely together and to maximise inter-

District cooperation needs to be managed. A genuine cooperative effort will be 

needed.  

 

What we are already doing 

 

Our first efforts were focussed on how senior leadership is expressed across 

the region. When the Revd. Loraine Mellor approached the end of her 

appointment as Chair of the Nottingham & Derby District it was decided that 

her successor would be a Deputy Chair at 80%, and another Chair within the 

region would oversee their ministry and service. It was decided that the Chair 

of the Northampton District would serve as Chair of both of these Districts for 

2022-24.  

 

As the number of probationer ministers fell across the region it was decided to 

create a Shared Districts Probationer’s Committee and this is now in place 

overseeing 4 probationers who are in 3 separate Districts. There is now a 

Shared probationer Learning Group.  

 

Work is currently underway reflecting on a more regional approach to 

Safeguarding and how to best resource the areas of finance, property, and 

employment matters.  
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Future hopes and needs 

 

Working together in partnership across distinct areas of mission and ministry 

has real value when we can streamline the number of people involved in some 

tasks and avoid unnecessary repetition. The shortage of volunteers across 

every part of the Church reflects the older profile and smaller nature of our 

Church, so it makes sense to work together in areas where it is helpful to do 

so.  We must also be as prepared as possible for any changes asked of us by 

Conference. If the Eastern Region, for example became a District with four 

distinct Mission Areas (East Anglia, Lincolnshire, Northampton, and 

Nottingham & Derby) all with senior leadership in place, we would hope to be 

well placed to move forward confidently and without disruption.  

 

The period 2022-24 is a period of transition and change and we hope that our 

work so far in co-operation and partnership will enable us to respond well to 

any other changes required of us.  

 

We ask for your prayers 

 

• For all involved in this work – for vision and hope 

• For those who are anxious and fearful of change 

• That we will all be open to the prompting of the Spirit and find ways of 

working which bring about the flourishing of God’s people and a faithful 

response to the call of the Kingdom of God.  

 



 

 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 




